Abstract. This paper compares the convergence behavior of two popular iterative methods for solving systems of linear equations: the s-step restarted minimal residual method (commonly implemented by algorithms such as GMRES(s)), and (s?1)-degree polynomial preconditioning. It is known that for normal matrices, and in particular for symmetric positive de nite matrices, the convergence bounds for the two methods are the same. In this paper we demonstrate that for matrices unitarily equivalent to an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix, a similar result holds, namely, either both methods converge or both fail to converge. However, we show this result cannot be generalized to all matrices. Speci cally, we develop a method, based on convexity properties of the generalized eld of values of powers of the iteration matrix, to obtain examples of real matrices for which GMRES(s) converges for every initial vector, but every (s ? 1)-degree polynomial preconditioning stagnates or diverges for some initial vector.
1. Introduction. A chief goal of numerical linear algebra is to solve linear systems of the form Au = b (1) in a reliable and fast way. Here A 2 I C N N is nonsingular and is possibly the result of a preconditioning operation such as QÂu = Qb.
The set of polynomial methods (sometimes loosely referred to as Krylov subspace methods) has proven to be extremely powerful for solving many types of linear systems. These are de ned by u (n) = u (0) + q n?1 (A)r (0) (3) where u (0) is the initial guess, fu (i) g i 0 denote iterates, r (i) = b ? Au (i) are the associated residuals, and each q n?1 is a polynomial of degree no greater than n ? 1 . Examples of such methods are the conjugate gradient method, the biconjugate gradient method, the minimal residual method, and polynomial preconditioned conjugate gradient methods (see 1] , 12] for overviews of such methods).
Polynomial methods owe their strength to the fact that the properties of polynomials lend themselves to rapid convergence rates for many cases, in particular when A is Hermitian and positive de nite (HPD). However, a comprehensive theory of convergence of polynomial methods for general matrices has remained elusive. The purpose of this paper is to address the issue of convergence rates of some of these methods.
A natural choice for a polynomial method is to require that q n?1 be \optimal", in some sense. For example, given A, b and u (0) , let q n?1 be a polynomial (cf. (3)) of degree at most n ? 1 which minimizes jjr (n) jj, (4) where jj jj is used here and throughout to refer to the standard 2-norm. This de nes the minimal residual method, of which the GMRES algorithm is the best-known implementation 14]. To limit the average work per iteration, this method is typically restarted every s steps, leading to algorithms such as GMRES(s). The resulting method is r (ms+s) = I ? Aq s?1;m (A)]r (ms) ; q s?1;m selected by (4) based on r (ms) : (5) The average work per iteration for such algorithms applied to general matrices is proportional to sN; larger values of s generally improve convergence but also increase the work per iteration.
A considerably cheaper algorithm is polynomial preconditioning coupled with the basic one-step iterative method, namely r (ms) = I ? Aq s?1 (A)] m r (0) ; (6) where the polynomial q s?1 is chosen in some appropriate fashion. (Of course, polynomial preconditioning can also be accelerated, for example by applying GMRES to the preconditioned system q s?1 (A)Au = q s?1 (A)b.) Provided that a good polynomial q s?1 can be found, 3 this algorithm requires only order N work per iteration, independent of s. Furthermore, the algorithm can be a big win on certain computer architectures for which inner product computations are particularly expensive, since GMRES requires inner product computations but polynomial preconditioning does not.
Good polynomials q s?1 are not always easy to nd, so we consider here the optimal polynomial preconditioning of degree s ? 1 for a matrix A, de ned as a polynomial q s?1 of degree no greater than s ? 1 which solves the minimization problem minimize jjI ? Aq s?1 (A)jj:
It can be shown that such a minimizer exists and under reasonable assumptions in fact is unique 5].
The performance of this preconditioner is in some sense the best possible for a polynomial preconditioner. However, it should be noted that more sophisticated optimization procedures might be considered, such as minimize jj m Y i=1 I ? Aq s?1;i (A)]r (0) jj; (8) minimize jj I ? Aq s?1 (A)] m jj; (9) which may in some cases yield faster convergence. In particular, (8) selects a set of polynomials to give optimality globally over all s-step cycles rather than locally for each cycle (as GMRES(s) does), and (9) selects a single polynomial preconditioner which performs well over an aggregated set of cycles without regard to its single-cycle performance. The study of the convergence behavior of these methods is beyond the scope of this paper.
The methods (5) and (6, 7) are similar, but they di er in the following important respect: (6,7) uses the same polynomial repeatedly, whereas (5) selects the best polynomial for each cycle. If an adequate polynomial can be found, then (6, 7) is much more economical than (5) . This is true especially when s is large, which is usually desirable in order to increase the convergence rate 11]. However, it is not clear whether (6, 7) converges as fast as (5) . The purpose of this study is to investigate the relative rates of convergence of (6,7) compared to (5) .
It can be shown that the convergence behavior of the restarted minimal residual method is bounded by jjr (ms) 
The two functions n (A) and ' n (A) will be used as measures of the convergence behavior of these two popular iterative methods. We should say a few words about the tightness of the bounds (10), (11) . It is not clear that the inequality (10) is sharp, in the sense that for every A, m and s there is an r (0) for which (10) is an equality. This di culty is due to the nonlinear nature of the minimization process (5). However, it does hold that s (A) = 1 if and only if there is an r (0) such that r (0) = r (s) = r (2s) : : :, i.e. the iterative method stagnates. Similarly, bound (11) may not be sharp, and in view of (9), polynomial preconditioners may exist which have better multi-cycle convergence than the (locally) optimal polynomial preconditioner described here. However, the (locally) optimal polynomial preconditioner is in some sense based on the best information known for a single cycle, and ' s (A) = 1 if and only if this polynomial preconditioner coupled with the basic iterative method stagnates for some r (0) .
Furthermore, this assumes the optimal preconditioner can be economically found; more standard preconditioners may give even worse performance.
The comparison of n (A) and ' n (A) can tell us whether replacing the more strongly convergent GMRES with the faster polynomial preconditioning can be done without destroying convergence. For some classes of matrices, e.g. HPD matrices and normal matrices (i.e. matrices A for which AA = A A, where denotes conjugate transpose|this includes
Hermitian, skew-Hermitian, unitary, and circulant matrices, for example), it is known that n (A) = ' n (A), so both methods have the same convergence rate for such matrices ( 2], 10], 3]). In this paper we show further that the class of upper triangular Toeplitz matrices A satisfy n (A) = 1 i ' n (A) = 1, that is, replacing GMRES(s) with the optimal polynomial preconditioning of degree s ? 1 cannot cause stagnation. On the other hand, we do give an example over the real numbers of a matrix for which restarted GMRES(s) converges but the optimal polynomial preconditioning of degree s ? 1 can stagnate. That is, GMRES is overall a more robust iterative method than the corresponding polynomial preconditioning.
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Here is an outline of the remainder of the paper. In Section 2 a general theoretical framework for n and ' n is established, various elementary results are obtained and known results are summarized. In Section 3 the results for Toeplitz matrices are presented, and in Section 4 an example for which n 6 = ' n is given. Implications of this result are discussed in Section 5.
2. General Results on Convergence. This section gives the basic framework of tools used to analyze the convergence behavior of these iterative methods. Furthermore, a combination of existing and new results is given on the convergence behavior of the minimal residual method and optimal polynomial preconditioning.
Convergence Bounds: De nitions and Elementary
Results. The convergence bounds for the minimal residual method and for optimal polynomial preconditioning are given below. These de nitions are slightly more general than the de nitions given in Section 1, in that they di erentiate between the solution of real and complex linear systems.
Let IK denote either the eld of real numbers IR or the complex numbers I For both ' and , when IK = IR, the in mum can be taken over either real or complex polynomials without a ecting the values of ' and 11].
Let us now con rm that in fact the convergence bound for the minimal residual method is at least as strong as that for optimal polynomial preconditioning. The proposition also sheds some light on what happens to the bounds when A is singular. De ne the degree of a matrix d(A) as minfdeg(P ) : P(A) = 0; P monicg. Then N is the degree of the minimal polynomial of A, then 0 < n;I K (A) ' n;I K (A) for any n < d. For n d and for A also nonsingular, n;I K (A) = ' n;I K (A) = 0. If A is singular, then n;I K (A) = ' n;I K (A) = 1 for any n.
Proof This function de nes the convergence of the minimal residual method applied to a speci c We begin with the following As in the previous theorem, assume n < d(A). Note that ' n; I C (A) = inf Pn2S jjP n (A)jj, where S = fP n 2 I C n z] : P n (0) = 1; jjP n (A)jj 2g, and as usual degP n n. Note that S is nonempty: P(z) = 1 de nes a polynomial found in S. Importantly, by the linear independence of fA i g n i=0 , the set S is bounded. Also note S is closed. Thus, using the notation of Lemma 2.4, we let f(P n ; A) = jjP n (A)jj to obtain the result via that Lemma.
The previous two theorems con rm the continuity of the bound functions. This is an expected result: a small perturbation of the matrix A should cause only a small perturbation in the behavior of the iterative method. Let the generalized eld of values over a eld IK for a set of matrices fA i g n i=1 I
C N N be de ned by 
It is clear that this object is a cone, i.e., for real > 0, f 2
, where H I K (v) denotes the hyperplane fu 2 IK N jv u = 1g for a vector v 2 IK N , and more generally H I K (v; r 0 ) = fu 2 IK N : v u = r 0 g. Note also that the conical eld of values is preserved by simultaneous congruence transformation: for P 2 IK N N nonsingular, F I K (fA i g n i=1 ) = F I K (fP A i Pg n i=1 ).
We may now use the concept of generalized eld of values to nd characterizations of when n;I K (A) or ' n;I K (A) is equal to 1, i.e. when the corresponding iterative methods can stagnate. This allows the performance of these methods to be studied in terms of the geometric properties of these objects, in particular, their convexity properties, as in the case of the standard eld of values.
The following two theorems characterize stagnation of the methods in terms of properties of the generalized eld of values. The result follows. The principles behind these two theorems will be used heavily in Section 4 to construct the counterexample. In particular, note that if the generalized eld of values associated with the powers of A is convex, then either both methods converge or both diverge. On the other hand, if the generalized eld of values is nonconvex at the origin, in the sense of Theorem 2.8, then restarted GMRES will necessarily converge but the associated polynomial preconditioning may diverge. Observe that jj? A jj P n i=1 jjA i jj.
The following two theorems give bounds on n;I K (A) and ' n;I K (A). Here, let A 2 IK N N , and let S n;I K denote the sphere in IK n .
Theorem 2.9. Let = supf 0 : ( S n;I K ) \ F I K (fA i g n i=1 ) = fgg, the distance from F I K (fA i g n i=1 ) to the origin. Then n;I K (A) (1 ? ( =jj? A jj) 2 Setting = =jj? A jj 2 gives the result. Theorem 2.10. Let = supf 0 : S n;I K \ cvx F I K (fA i g n i=1 ] = fgg, the distance from cvx F I K (fA i g n i=1 ] to the origin. Then ' n;I K (A) (1 ? ( =jj? A jj) 2 ) 1=2 .
Proof. The result is trivial for = 0. Otherwise, note that S n;I K \ cvx F I K (fA i g n i=1 ] must contain exactly one point. It has at least one point since f(v) = jjv AK n (v; A)jj must attain its in mum on fv : jjvjj = 1g. On the other hand, if the intersection contains two distinct points 1 and 2 , then ( 1 + 2 )=2 is in the interior of S n;I K and also in cvx F I K (fA i g n i=1 ] due to convexity, a contradiction due to closedness. Now, let be the point in this intersection.
We claim that for c = =jj jj, c w for every v 2 IK N , jjvjj = 1, with w = v AK n (v; A). This follows if we can show the result for all w 2 cvx F I K (fA i g n i=1 )]. Otherwise there exists w 2 cvx F I K (fA i g n i=1 )] with Re w < jj jj 2 These bounds will become useful in the numerical example given later.
Deriving Results for Other
Matrices. This subsection gives a collection of results which add further insight on the behavior of the bound functions and will be useful later for extending results to wider classes of matrices. The rst result shows that the generalized eld of values is convex and the bound functions are equal for normal matrices. The following result shows that for a block diagonal matrix, the convergence rate of either of the methods is no better than the convergence rate of that method for any of the diagonal submatrices of the block diagonal matrix. The subset inclusion result follows by similar line of argument. The next result shows that for the special case of a submatrix replicated down the main diagonal of a block diagonal matrix, the convergence rate for polynomial preconditioning is unchanged by the replication. The following weaker result holds for the minimal residual method.
Theorem 2.14. For A i 2 IK N N and I N an identity matrix of size N, the set F I K (fA i I N g n i=1 ) is convex.
Proof. We view F I K (fA i I N g n i=1 ) as the image of the composition of two maps where the rst one has a convex range and the second one is linear. The second map takes a matrix P 2 IK N N to (P ) = P n i=1 e i trace(P A i ) 2 IK n .
This map is linear.
Let R be the map associated with F I K (fA i I N g n i=1 ). To complete the proof, we show that ( (v)) = R(v): These results lead to the following theorem, which shows that for k su ciently large, and ' are equal for A I k . It should be added that when A i = A i , under appropriate conditions the minimizer for ' is unique (see 5]). We nally conclude that, given A and n, for some k no greater than N, n;I K (A I k ) = ' n;I K (A I k ). Note also that n;I K (A I k ) is nondecreasing in k (Theorem 2.12), whereas ' n;I K (A I k ) is constant as a function of k (Theorem 2.13).
The result which follows allows us to characterize convergence of the two methods solely in terms of the conical generalized eld of values rather than the standard generalized eld of values. These results will be useful later in the paper. The simple result below states that if the conical eld of values of a set of matrices is convex, then it is also convex for a subset of the matrices. This can be useful for transferring a result on equivalence of convergence of iterative methods to a lower iteration number. 
By substituting values of z for which 1=z = z, we obtain necessarily that c 0, so c may be written c = , giving the result. Thus, for a fairly large number of matrices, including normal matrices and direct sums of upper triangular Toeplitz matrices, if GMRES(s) converges, then the optimal polynomial preconditioner of corresponding degree must also converge|though in the latter case it is not clear that the convergence rate is necessarily the same.
One might be led to believe that the same result holds for all matrices. However, the next section shows that this is not the case. 4 . Counterexamples for General Matrices. In this section a method is given for generating matrices A 2 IK N N for which n;I K (A) < 1 but ' n;I K (A) = 1, for certain values of n and N.
In particular, we will construct a real nonsingular matrix A of dimension N = 4 such that N?1;I R (A) < ' N?1;I R (A) = 1.
The following step-by-step process is used to construct the counterexample. It should be noted that the method given here may be used to generate other counterexamples A 2 IR N N , possibly for larger N, for which N?1;I R (A) < ' N?1;I R (A) = 1; however, the construction is not necessarily always guaranteed to work, and each potential counterexample must be checked to con rm its validity.
Step 1 To obtain a matrix M in the image of that is not only nonnegative de nite but also positive de nite, we seek w and fx i g such that all symmetric matrices in a neighborhood of (w; fx i g) are in the image of . That is, we seek a point (w; fx i g) where the Jacobian J( ) What we have found then is a generalized eld of values of matrices which has a supporting hyperplane whose intersection with the body is an ellipsoidal curve and thus not convex.
Step 3 Step 5 Step 6: We now verify that for A = PD(d)P ?1 , ' N?1;I R (A) = 1 but N?1;I R (A) < 1. This will be done by using previous results to transform the general eld of values of fe i e i Mg to that of fA i g. This transformation will map the point x, located in the \hole" in the body, to the origin. Figure 1 appears to be at near the origin, in fact a small concavity exists near the origin, indicated by the \hole" in the graph of Figure 2 , and furthermore 0 2 cvx F I R (fA i g 3 i=1 )] n F I R (fA i g 3 i=1 )], so 3;I R (A) < ' 3;I R (A) = 1.
Observations and Open Questions. Polynomial preconditioning is a popular
and useful technique, insofar as it increases solution speed by reducing the requirements for inner product calculations, which is useful in its own right but has yet more advantage on certain advanced computer architectures for which inner products are particularly expensive (for a study of this issue, see for example 9]).
For Hermitian positive de nite problems, polynomial preconditioning is robust. As shown in 2], not only do convergent preconditioners exist, but furthermore preconditioners with the same convergence rate as the conjugate gradient method exist. Thus, the main goal is to calculate preconditioners which give these good convergence rates.
On the other hand, the results of this paper indicate that for nonsymmetric problems, using polynomial preconditioning for the sake of increased speed may mean sacri cing robustness, the ability of the method to converge reliably to the solution of a given problem. Furthermore, this is a limitation in principle of the applicability of polynomial precoditioning as a technique. This problem is particularly critical for highly inde nite matrices which commonly arise in practice and may require very many GMRES iterations before restarting in order to converge.
Let us summarize some particular facts we know regarding this issue:
1. Due to the counterexample given above, it is at least known that for N = 4 and n = 3, there exists A 2 IR N N such that n;I R (A) < ' n;I K = 1.
2. Since the counterexample matrix is nonsingular, it is known by the continuity theorems of Section 2 that there is in fact a set of matrices of positive measure for which n;I R (A) < ' n;I K (N = 4, n = 3). In other words, there is a nonzero probability of an arbitrary matrix being such that restarted GMRES converges but the associated polynomial preconditioning does not. Exactly how large the set is or how to characterize the matrices is not known. 3. As shown in the theorem below, a set of matrices of positive measure exists for which both methods stagnate. Thus, n;I R (A) = ' n;I R (A) on a set of matrices of positive measure. This a rms the experience that a signi cant number of matrices result in slow convergence or stagnation for restarted GMRES (and thus slow convergence for other iterative methods such as biconjugate gradient or QMR as well). How to ascertain whether this will happen for a given matrix easily is not known. Proof. Without loss of generality, let n = N ? 1. LetÂ = e 1 e N =2 + P N i=2 e i e i?1 .
Note forr = e 1 and g A (r) r K N (r; A), gÂ(r) = e 1 . It is enough to show that for every su ciently small real perturbation A ofÂ, the corresponding function g A has a real solution r to the equation g A (r) = e 1 . The Jacobian function J(gÂ)(r) for gÂ with respect to r is the matrix-valued function 2 r (Â) H r : : : ( There exists an open diskŴ W of radius centered at gÂ(r). By continuity, there exists > 0 such that for every A =Â + E, jjEjj = 1, the image g A (V ) containsŴ =2 , the disk centered at gÂ(r) of radius =2. Thus, for each such A, gÂ(r) is in the image of g A , and thus g A (r) = gÂ(r) = e 1 has a solution r. 4 . It is known that n;I R (A) = ' n;I R (A) on some important measure-zero sets of matrices such as Hermitian matrices. Furthermore, for the measure-zero set of upper triangular Toeplitz matrices, at least n;I R (A) < ' n;I R (A) = 1 cannot occur. It is not clear whether a positive measure set exists for which n;I R (A) = ' n;I R (A) < 1. However, it is known that positive measure sets exist for which n;I R (A) ' n;I R (A) < 1, due to continuity of the bound functions (small perturbations of an HPD matrix, for example).
5. One might ask how large the gap ' n;I R (A) ? n;I R (A) can be. In the example given above, the gap is calculated to be approximately :00012. However, in a recent paper 15], a class of matrices is given for which ' n;I R (A)? n;I R (A) can be arbitrarily close to 1. Note that the gap cannot equal 1, since 0 = n;I R (A) < ' n;I R (A) cannot occur.
It is not known how to calculate this gap for a matrix in a simple and reliable way. 6 . Conclusions. This paper has demonstrated several new results on the convergence rate of GMRES and polynomial preconditionings, including the fact that matrices exist for which restarted GMRES converges but every polynomial preconditioning of corresponding degree does not. Further research is required in order to devise practical tests for determining the convergence rates for these methods for matrices encountered in practice.
